Education Dept. Courageous Conversations Sign-Up Sheet to facilitate one session of our Book Club

Please select one date to lead our discussion and put your name on the line:

Facilitator’s responsibilities:

- Read as much of your book section (assigned pages) as possible;
- Send out the assigned article assignment to the group; pose questions for the group to consider
- Share your 3-5 minute reflection on the reading
- Facilitate dialogue

Sept. 21: Invitation to Book club, Brave and Safe Space preparation, Nice is Not Enough dialogue
_____Kimberly Nao and Julie Feldman-Abe_______

Oct. 5: Section A: Race Categories: We are all the Same but our Lives are Different. pp 1-75
_____Kimberly Nao____________________

Oct. 12: Section B: How Opportunities are Provided and Denied inside Schools. pp 75-139
_____Kelli____________________

Nov. 2 Section C: Curriculum that Asks Crucial Questions about Race pp. 139-209
____________________. (We will be joined by BranchEd visitors/observers possibly or they will come another day.. To be determined (Diana_)

Nov.16 Section D: Race and the School Experience: The Need for Inquiry pp. 209-253--
_____Tommetta Shaw____________________

_____Robin____________________

Dec or Jan?: Section F: Keeping it Going -- Julie